Federica Incerti – Project A2a Vision and Mission Statements

**Vision Statement**

To prepare students to enter a 21st century where, through technology, they will advance our research and increase our knowledge to serve our communities and safeguard our future.

**Mission Statement:**

Our mission is to prepare scholars to meet the demands of a technology-rich 21st century in all areas of education. We believe in a preparation of graduates that exploits new technological tools for learning which will make them lifetime learners and enable them, even after they graduate, to continue the pursuit of knowledge. Our goal is that graduates will use 21st-century skills they have acquired in our classrooms for the enrichment of their personal lives, and for advancement in their professional careers. To realize our mission, we will support attainment of technological proficiency for faculty, and we will redesign our classrooms to integrate current and emerging technology into classrooms in all academic disciplines at our institution.

**Broad topics to incorporate in my educational institution:**

- Ongoing training for faculty in the use of new technology
- Using web technologies to become a paperless campus
- Redesign classrooms according to constructivist philosophy
- Exploit the benefits of technology in classrooms
- Ensure that Web content can be shared across platforms